Goal: Density data are presented for aqueous solutions of three ionic compounds. From this data graphs of the volumes of the solutions containing a fixed amount of solvent vs. moles of solute are constructed, and from these graphs the partial molar volumes with respect to the solutes are determined.
The dependence of the extensive properties of a system (V, E, H, S, G, etc.) on its composition is given by what are called partial molar quantities. For a general extensive property F the partial molar value with respect to component i is given by .
(
In other words, equals the partial derivative of F with respect to the number of moles of i with temperature, pressure, and the number of moles of all other components held constant. If temperature and pressure are held constant, then .
In this exercise we will be looking at the volume of a two-component system consisting of water (w) and an ionic solute (s). In this case Equation 2 becomes ,
where (4) and .
2 of 4 The integration of Equation 3 at constant temperature and pressure from n s and n w equal to zero to some final values of n s and n w , gives .
Equation 6 gives the impression that and are the volumes of one mole of the solute and water respectively; however Equations 4 and 5 show that this is not true. These equations show that and are the rates at which the volume of the whole solution changes as the moles of solute or of water are changed while temperature, pressure, and the moles of the other are held constant. Evidence that and are not volumes will appear as you do the exercise.
Experimental Data:
Below are tables of densities and percent by mass of solute for aqueous solutions of three compounds: sodium chloride, sodium phosphate, and zinc sulfate. These data are taken from the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 66th edition (1985) (1986) ) and are used with permission. The data all apply to solutions at 20ºC and 1 atm of pressure. Carry out the following steps for each of the three solutions (NOTE: sample calculations are given at the end of this exercise for the 0.4% NaCl solution):
NaCl
1. Choose an amount of water (it doesn't matter how much as long as it is kept constant for all of the calculations on any given solution). 1000 grams is a value often used.
2. For each concentration of solute a. Use the percent by mass to calculate the mass of solution containing your chosen mass of water. b. Use your chosen mass of water and the mass of solution containing your chosen mass of water calculated in
Step a to calculate the mass of solute in that mass of solution. 4. Experiment with fitting curves to your graph using different functional forms (polynomials of various orders, exponential, etc.) and see which gives the best fit to your data. When you have decided on the best fit, be sure to activate the option that displays the equation for that best fit on the graph. Questions:
